
Mount Johns, 35 Irrampenye Street
Amazing Family Home

Situated beneath the MacDonnell Ranges, this 3-bedroom home, offers a pristine
lifestyle in a sought-after neighbourhood. The solar panel array along with a
north facing position, this home is perfect for the whole family while reducing
living expenses all year round.

As you enter the home you are greeted with a light filled living space followed by
the spacious kitchen is fully equipped with gas cooking, dishwasher and ample
cupboard space. There is also a breakfast bar that can double up as a server
onto the dining area. The dining area features sliding doors to the outdoor
entertaining area and large windows allowing beautiful, natural light into the
space.

The backyard is designed to accommodate the whole family and entertain
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guests. To the eastern side of the yard, there is an undercover entertainment
area and a sandpit with a playground separated by ample lawn space. Perfectly
suited for when you need to let the kids run around while perfecting your
barbequing skills. The western side of the yard is a blank canvas allowing for you
to finish it off with your own personal touch.

The master bedroom is well sized while offering a walk-in robe and ensuite. Down
the hallway are the two bedrooms and the main bathroom. Both bedrooms offer
built in robes and soft carpet. The main bathroom features a bathtub, vanity and
a shower while following the same clean, modern lines as the rest of home.

Other little bonuses include a garden shed, water softener and reverse cycle split
systems throughout.

A rare opportunity to secure a family home in one of Alice&rsquo;s most desired
locations.

Council Rates $2,461.76 p.a.

- Solar Panels
- North Facing
- Double Car Garage
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